Editorial and XML Tools for Word
Inera Incorporated

• Founded in 1992
• Develop editorial and XML automation systems
• Deliver publishing, workflow, and technology expertise
• Enable single-source publication (XML-first)
• Facilitate publication efficiency
• Leverage industry standards (XML, CrossRef, NLM/JATS)

• Our seasoned team of software development and publishing experts combine a unique set of skills to improve your workflow and publishing operations
eXtyles

Editorial and XML tools for Microsoft Word

- Cleans up and molds Word documents into a standard style
- Edits bibliographic references to a preferred style
- Links references to databases (PubMed, CrossRef)
- Auto-corrects document content with database information
- Validates URLs
- Checks internal document cross-references
- Converts Word to XML (JATS/BITS/STS & other schemas)
- Custom configured for each publisher’s unique requirements
eXtyles Product Family

- **eXtyles**
  The fully expandable and customizable editorial and XML solution

- **eXtyles NLM**
  PubMed Central-compliant NLM DTD XML from Word

- **eXtyles RefPro**
  Bibliographic reference copyediting, linking, and content correction

- **eXtyles Lite**
  eXtyles cleanup and styling tools for rapid, accurate document structuring

- **eXtyles SI**
  Server-based automation of Word with eXtyles

- **refXpress® and Edifix®**
  Parsing, linking, and correction of unstructured references
Customers

eXtyles products are used worldwide by publishers of books, standards, government documents, and over 1000 scholarly journals. Some key customers include:

- **Journals**
  - New England Journal of Medicine
  - American Medical Association
  - Nature
  - Science
  - World Health Organization

- **Government**
  - US Government Printing Office
  - US House of Representatives
  - National Library of Medicine

- **Books**
  - MIT Press
  - University of Toronto Press
  - CFA Institute

- **Standards**
  - ISO
  - CEN
  - Standards Norway
  - SFS
  - IEEE

- **Suppliers**
  - Sheridan Journal Services
  - Komiyama Printing
Joint eXtyles/Typefi Customers
Key eXtyles Design Principles

• Authors are content experts. Period!
• Editors prefer Word over XML tools
• Automate repetitive processes safely

Our proven approach

• Increases productivity
• Improves quality
• Lowers costs
Increases Productivity

“Increased automation and a more streamlined workflow with eXtyles and Typefi at the core have enabled us to cut journal composition time by more than half.”

Louise Adam
Production Manager
FASS
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Improves Quality

“It's a pleasure to promote eXtyles, as it really does magic in our documents.”

Serge Juillerat
System Specialist
ISO
“In 2009, before Typefi [and eXtyles were] implemented, we produced 120 books and 50 journals annually. In 2012 those numbers have roughly **tripled** to 350-360 books and 145 journals **without additional staff.**”
eXtyles/Typefi Workflow
Demonstration
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